
INSTALLATION GUIDE

BE -LEX -IS0613-VCW104 B.O.O.S.T
Series Bass Enclosure for Lexus IS 250 / 350 / F



Step 1
  A)  Remove the mounting screws from VCW 

woofer. Keep mounting screws in a safe 
place these will be used in the last step.

  B)  Remove woofer from B.O.O.S.T. 
enclosure.

Step 2
  A)  Remove all contents from the trunk.

  B)  Remove the two cargo net hooks indicated 
by the arrows in the picture.

  C)  Remove panel clip

Step 3
      Pull back panel to access the mounting 

bracket as seen in the picture.

 

Step 4
      Using a step drill bit slowly open the hole 

to 7/16”. Be sure to drill slowly to avoid 
bending or twisting the factory mounting 
bracket.

Step 5
  A)  Insert supplied Jack Nut into the 7/16” 

hole that was created in the last step.

  B)  With a pair of needle nose pliers grip the 
end of the Jack Nut while slowly tightening 
the supplied 10mm bolt to collapse the 
jack nut into place. Remove the 10mm bolt 
after the Jack Nut is fully collapsed.

Step 6
      Run speaker wire from the amplifier 

location to the B.O.O.S.T. enclosure and 
attach the speaker wire to the terminal 
positive and negative terminal. Position the 
B.O.O.S.T enclosure into place and prepare 
hardware for mounting the enclosure.

Step 7
      From inside the enclosure, place the 

supplied shorter 10mm bolt and washer 
used to collapse the Jack Nut to secure the 
first mounting point on the enclosure. 
This may require pressure against the 
enclosure to line up and thread the 10mm 
bolt into the Jack Nut. (Tighten till snug)

Step 8 Step 9
      From inside the enclosure, place the 

supplied longer 10mm bolt and washer 
to mount the second and last mounting 
location. This may require pressure against 
the enclosure to line up and thread the 
10mm bolt to into the floor mount. 
(Tighten till snug)

      With the enclosure mounted you will now 
reinstall the woofer from Step 1. The 
woofer will already be pre-wired for the 
installation. Be sure to connect positive to 
positive and negative to negative. Line up 
the woofer with the pre-drilled holes in the 
enclosure. Using the screws from Step 1 
tighten the woofer down in a star pattern till 
they are nice and snug. (Do not over tighten 
and strip the pre-drilled holes)



Step 10

Congratulations 
on the newly found bass using the NVX B.O.O.S.T enclosure

DIFFICULTY LEVEL: 4 out of 10 being the most difficult.

      Set amplifier gains and crossovers 
correctly. Allow 24 -48 hours for the woofer 
to properly break in.

We recommend the installation of the NVX BE -LEX -IS0613-VCW104 
to be performed by a professional that will have the skills and tools to 
ensure the job is done correctly. Please follow the steps above to get 
the best performance out of the BE -LEX -IS0613-VCW104. Installing 
and mounting NVX BE -LEX -IS0613-VCW104 improperly can present 
a serious safety hazard in the event of a collision. If you have any 
questions regarding installation of this product please feel free to contact 
NVX directly for further guidance and installation techniques. 


